






* time to full charge will 
vary based on the initial 
battery level. use 2 amp 
charger for best results.

<8 hr
s*

when the left 

led turns 

solid green, 

your flex 

is fully 

charged!

connect the cable to the 
charging adapter, then 
plug the adapter in 

to the outlet.

things you will need:

● usb charging cable

● bad elf flex

● wall wart

finally, plug 
the cable 
into the flex
to charge.



confirm your 

bad elf flex xxxxx 

appears in 

your bluetooth 

list on your

phone.

follow the 

prompts on 

your phone 

and your flex 

to complete 

the pairing 

process.

the right 

led turns 

blue when 

paired.

open your 

phone’s 

bluetooth 

settings.

select the 

bad elf flex 

xxxxx for 

pairing.

things you 
will need:

● flex

● phone 
or 
tablet



use the bad elf flex app to:

● check flex status

● activate extreme mode

● purchase/transfer tokens

● engage ntrip client

● log data

● update flex firmware

● configure flex receiver settings

if you prefer, you can 

download the app at

bad-elf.com/flex/app
confirm that the 

bad elf flex app 

appears on 

your phone 

or tablet.

launch the app!

use your phone 

or tablet to scan 

the qr code to 

install the flex 

app.



more tokens 
are available 
in packs of 1, 
5, 10, and 20 
from bad elf.

each token enables extreme 
mode for 24 hours. remember, 
the clock starts ticking once 
you activate the token, so wait 
until you are ready to work in 
the field!

use the bad elf flex app 
to load tokens onto your 
flex:

● scan the qr code on the 
back of the token card

- or -

● type in the six character 
token pack code on the 
back of the token card

● transfer some or all 
of your tokens to your 
flex the next time you 
connect via bluetooth

if you purchased a bad elf flex standard, you will 
find a bad elf token card attached on the inside 
back cover of this guide. if you purchased an 
extreme package, you can skip this page!

each token will enable extreme mode on your bad 
elf flex for a 24-hour period.

extreme mode enables you to...

● use rtk with a local cors or vrs network

● use l-band satellite corrections in places where 
sbas or internet access is not available



once you have your 

first lock, you can 

start collecting data!

it’s best to wait 30 

seconds each time you 

move to a new point. 

give your flex 5-1o minutes outside

with a clear sky view to get its first lock.

the middle led (gps status)

~5-10 
mins

get outside and find a place with a clear view of the sky 
for your first lock.

will turn green when you

obtain a location lock.



a pole can help maintain 

the flex in a vertical 

position above your head 

for best results.

the flex antenna lives at the top of your flex, 

under the plastic cap.

orient the flex as vertically as possible 

to allow the best sky view.

obtaining better line of 

sight to more satellites 

with a variety of angles 

and horizon positions 

improves location 

accuracy.

buildings, trees, large 

metal objects, and 

your body can block 

satellite signals, thereby 

degrading location 

accuracy.

for best results, minimize the obstructions between 

your flex and the sky.

less than optimal for best results



bluetooth connections work best when the flex 

and phone (or tablet) are no more than 10-15 

feet apart.

wait 30 seconds 

after moving 

the flex for 

subsequent 

data points for 

collection

6

move along to 

your next data 

collection spot

5

collect your data4

before collecting 

your first point, 

wait 5-10 minutes 

for your location 

to settle

3

start up outside 

with a clear 

sky view to get 

a good initial 

signal lock

2
configure your 

flex receiver 

before heading 

out into the field
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